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Document 72:

Iraq Republic
Tameem Governorate
Planning – perusing

 
NO: 412
Date: 9/12/1996

 
TO / North Committee/ The Secretarial

Subject / Alton Kobri Area and Arabic Tribes
 

Your Letter 20/1533 and 1615 in 3/11 and 21/11/1996. Including our Letter a
report contains the made procedures about dwelling Arabic Tribes in Residency
Conventions and Alton Kobri area.

To see please…
With Regards

 
Accompaniments:
Report

 
General

Aiad Fatih Khalifa
Tameem Governor

8/12/1996

Copy to:
 - Planning and Perusing Directorate
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A Detailed Report of Canceling Committee Jobs and the needed procedures
to dwell Arabic Tribes in Alton Kobri Area and Residency Conventions

1. Surveying the District lands that were included by Arabic dwell in Shuwan
place..

a. The districts which did not include by canceling and did not distribute upon
Arabic tribes. they were placed within Military places charge and the
Defense regions they were (43) district . Their numbers and names are shown
as below:

10/Janqiz, 11/Janqiz Qlia, 12 / Jafan, 31/Babilan, 14/Umar Bek, 16/Ibraheem
Ali, 17/Julhan, 10/Kulakan, 24/Qiz Qaia, 31/Mama Wash, 32/Ali Musa,
17/Julhan, 33/Tumar, 34/ Qanbaru, 35/Quli Bek, 40/Hag Qahan Sufla,41/Kink
Kuzi, 42/Murd, 43,Turka, 44 Kura Sali and Ulia, 45 Qazal Sheren, 36/Nazluja,
47/ Nazluja Ahmed Rajab, 48 Nazluja Haji Jirjis, 49 Nabia Sara , 50 Hassan
Qaban, 51/Shujir, 52/Balkan, 53/Darmana, 54/Hammdon, 55/ Mazranja Sufla,
56 Mazranja Ulia, 57 Kani Rahash, 58, Jikela, 59/ Ilinjakh, 60/Qara Nau, 61/
Kabank, 62/ Sataqa, 63/ Dar Ekhtiar .
And because the files of the above district lands are found in Mortgage
Directorate Record in Arbil and because there identification patterns were not
found in Mortgage Record Directorate in Tameem. So, we could not know the
owners of the demeanor right for the lands and the total squares then, to evaluate
the canceling sums of them.
b. The districts that are included by canceling which are distributed upon the

Arabic tribes that are below mentioned with their numbers and names. (8)
Decisions were sentenced of canceling the districts 59 Kukja, 62 Tubzawa
Sedeeq Bek, 60 Kujik, 58/Yaruli, 61/ Saqizli, 32/small Hasar, 56/ Si Kanean,
26/Wali Basha, according to 53 law in 1976. Theoretically, the 52 district of
Dijila Qassa Timari , that all, its lands were possessed and recorded by
Financial Ministry while the remained districts were 24 and they are Qizl
Qaia, Qader Ali Wid, Binzi, Sura Dia . We could not gain the identification
patterns that belong to them for their files were deposited in Arbil
Governorate.

c. The cancel contracts number within Shuwan district were 48 contract of
square 7200 Dunam for the contractors did not fulfill their pledge such the
promise of inhabitance and transferring Nationality or provision card. (17) Of
distribution unit of nearby (150) dunam land were specialized for the
contractor delegations those who are granted by all the needed conditions and
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the contract regulations. (20) Land for the Al- Neimm Sada tribe citizens
with the same decided distribution unit.

d. There are no quitted squares or permeated within Shuwan area, which were
not distributed upon Arabic tribes.

2. Alton Kobri District:
a. The districts which were not included by canceling decision and previously

were distributed upon Arabic tribes, were specialized for military residency
were nearby (11000) dunam within the below mentioned districts with their
numbers and names. They were returned and sent to Military Residency
Directorate according to Taboos Committee and 35 law of S/55 in 7/10/1996.
In accordance with Commander of Kirkuk location Letter of 2034 in
24/9/1996 and the provinces are: 19/Darman, 10 Khurmaluja, 22/Balutba, 25/
Gadanfar, 33/ Shahinsheen, and 41 Nabawa.

b. Canceling Decisions for all the distributed districts were sentenced upon
Arabic tribes of 21 province according to 53 law in 1976.

c.  The numbers of canceled contracts within Alton Kobri area are 292 in 43800
Dunam square. Substitutes were chosen from the same tribe citizens, as well
as, selectors from the Al- Eza tribe, Al- Bu Daraj and Al- Sada Al- Sharaetta
in 150 distribution unit dunam.

3. The demanded sums specialized for the purpose of compensating the owners
of demeanor rights are (505,946,540) Million Dinar. We refer also, to Taboos
Committee Letter and (35) law in our Governorate of 69 in 1/12/1996.

4. There are no permeated and quitted agricultural lands within Shuwan area
and Alton Kobri, which were not distributed upon Arabic tribes.

5. The instruction of contract continuation was implemented with the bachelors
of Arabic tribes’ citizen who live with their family in the same regions.

6. To peruse with care the subject of living, building and fulfilling the
construction of Arabic houses. It was started to spend a financial gift of
(100,000) dinar for the residents who live in the new quarter in Alton Kobri
according to the instruction.

7. The Arabic employers who want to work in this area or those who would be
transferred to it in the future, will be specialized by residency lands and will
be included by this gift according to the instruction.

8. There are no lands or mortgages of area center would be belonged to the
escaped elements with the destroyers group or those who went abroad .
Except (30) house were listed and sent to the specialized Committee to
estimate their prices. Your Committee agreed to own them for Arabic tribes
by an encouraging alternative according to your letter 20/1080 in 13/8/1996.

9. There are no specific possession lands in Shuwan – Alton Kobri which were
not distributed upon Arabic tribes.
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